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Invasive Species
Dependence on computers has had a transformative effect on human society.
Cybernetics is now woven into the core functions of virtually every basic
institution, including our oldest ones. War is one such institution, and the digital
revolution's impact on it has been profound. The American military, which has no
peer, is almost completely reliant on high-tech computer systems. Given the
Internet's potential for full-spectrum surveillance and information disruption, the
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marshaling of computer networks represents the next stage of cyberwar. Indeed, it
is upon us already. The recent Stuxnet episode, in which Israel fed a malignant
computer virus into Iran's nuclear facilities, is one such example. Penetration into
US government computer systems by Chinese hackers-presumably sponsored by
the Chinese government-is another. Together, they point to a new era in the
evolution of human conflict. In Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar: What Everyone Needs
to Know, noted experts Peter W. Singer and Allan Friedman lay out how the
revolution in military cybernetics occurred and explain where it is headed. They
begin with an explanation of what cyberspace is before moving on to discussions of
how it can be exploited and why it is so hard to defend. Throughout, they discuss
the latest developments in military and security technology. Singer and Friedman
close with a discussion of how people and governments can protect themselves. In
sum, Cybersecurity and Cyerbwar is the definitive account on the subject for the
educated general reader who wants to know more about the nature of war,
conflict, and security in the twenty-first century.

Corruption
Acquired by the United States from Spain in 1898, Puerto Rico has a peculiar status
among Latin American and Caribbean countries. As a Commonwealth, the island
enjoys limited autonomy over local matters, but the U.S. has dominated it
militarily, politically, and economically for much of its recent history. Though they
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are U.S. citizens, Puerto Ricans do not have their own voting representatives in
Congress and cannot vote in presidential elections (although they are able to
participate in the primaries). The island's status is a topic of perennial debate, both
within and beyond its shores. In recent months its colossal public debt has sparked
an economic crisis that has catapulted it onto the national stage and intensified
the exodus to the U.S., bringing to the fore many of the unresolved remnants of its
colonial history. Puerto Rico: What Everyone Needs to Know� provides a succinct,
authoritative introduction to the Island's rich history, culture, politics, and
economy. The book begins with a historical overview of Puerto Rico during the
Spanish colonial period (1493-1898). It then focuses on the first five decades of the
U.S. colonial regime, particularly its efforts to control local, political, and economic
institutions as well as to "Americanize" the Island's culture and language. Jorge
Duany delves into the demographic, economic, political, and cultural features of
contemporary Puerto Rico-the inner workings of the Commonwealth government
and the island's relationship to the United States. Lastly, the book explores the
massive population displacement that has characterized Puerto Rico since the
mid-20th century. Despite their ongoing colonial dilemma, Jorge Duany argues that
Puerto Ricans display a strong national identity as a Spanish-speaking, AfroHispanic-Caribbean nation. While a popular tourist destination, few beyond its
shores are familiar with its complex history and diverse culture. Duany takes on
the task of educating readers on the most important facets of the unique, troubled,
but much beloved isla del encanto.
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Cuba 15
For fans of Matt de la Peña and Sandra Cisneros comes a novel about family and
identity, where Violet Paz prepares for her quinceañero and learns about her
Cuban heritage. Violet Paz has just turned fifteen, a pivotal birthday in the eyes of
her Cuban grandmother. Fifteen is the age when a girl enters womanhood,
traditionally celebrating the occasion with a quinceañero. But while Violet is half
Cuban, she’s also half Polish, and more importantly, she feels 100% American.
Except for her zany family’s passion for playing dominoes, smoking cigars, and
dancing to Latin music, Violet knows little about Cuban culture, nada about
quinces, and only tidbits about the history of Cuba. So when Violet begrudgingly
accepts Abuela’s plans for a quinceañero–and as she begins to ask questions about
her Cuban roots–cultures and feelings collide. The mere mention of Cuba and Fidel
Castro elicits her grandparents’sadness and her father’s anger. Only Violet’s aunt
Luz remains open-minded. With so many divergent views, it’s not easy to know
what to believe. All Violet knows is that she’s got to form her own opinions, even if
this jolts her family into unwanted confrontations. After all, a quince girl is
supposed to embrace responsibility–and to Violet that includes understanding the
Cuban heritage that binds her to a homeland she’s never seen. “Violet’s hilarious
cool first-person narrative veers between farce and tenderness, denial and
truth.”—Booklist, Starred Review "This funny and tender chronicle of Violet's 15th
year[has] heart and humor."-Kirkus Reviews “Cuba 15 will make readers laugh,
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whether or not their families are as loco as Violet’s.”—The Horn Book Magazine
"Osa's tale about a warmhearted, fun-loving family, a teenager's typical
ambivalence about different cultures, the stress of dealing with high school
demands and pressures, a budding romance, and how an imaginative, high-spirited
young woman handles some thorny issues and does some growing up in the
process, rings true and makes for an entertaining story."-VOYA "The characters are
so charming that while readers are in their company, the experience is interesting
and engaging."-SLJ A Pura Belpré Honor Book An ALA Notable Book An ALA Best
Book for Young Adults A Booklist Top Ten Youth First Novels From the Hardcover
edition.

Iran
Without a doubt, the topic of energy--from coal, oil, and nuclear to geothermal,
solar and wind--is one of the most pressing across the globe. It is of paramount
importance to policy makers, economists, environmentalists, and industry as they
consider which technologies to invest in, how to promote use of renewable energy
sources, and how to plan for dwindling reserves of non-renewable energy. In
Energy: What Everyone Needs to Know®, José Goldemberg, a nuclear physicist
who has been hailed by Time magazine as one of the world's top "leaders and
visionaries on the environment," takes readers through the basics of the world
energy system, its problems, and the technical as well as non-technical solutions to
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the most pressing energy problems. Addressing the issues in a Q-and-A format,
Goldemberg answers such questions as: What are wind, wave, and geothermal
energy? What are the problems of nuclear waste disposal? What is acid rain? What
is the greenhouse gas effect? What is Carbon Capture and Storage? What are
smart grids? What is the Kyoto Protocol? What is "cap and trade"? The book sheds
light on the role of population growth in energy consumption, renewable energy
resources, the amount of available energy reserves (and when they will run out),
geopolitical issues, environmental problems, the frequency of environmental
disasters, energy efficiency, new technologies, and solutions to changing
consumption patterns. It will be the first place to look for information on the vital
topic of energy. What Everyone Needs to Know® is a registered trademark of
Oxford University Press.

Puerto Rico
Of the 7,000 estimated non-native species present in North America,
approximately 1,000 are invasive. Clearly, invasive species are in the minority, but
their small numbers don't keep them from causing billions of dollars in economic
and ecological harm each year. Policymakers and ecologists continue to try to
figure out which species might be harmful, which invasive species are doing the
most damage, and which of these might respond best to eradication efforts.
Invasive species reports and case studies are prevalent in political, environmental,
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and scientific news cycles, and a significant portion of the public is concerned
about the issue. In Invasive Species: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Simberloff
will first cover basic topics such as how non-native species are introduced, which
areas have incurred the most biological invasions, and how the rates of biological
invasions have shifted in recent years. He then moves on to the direct and indirect
impacts of the impacts of invasive species on various ecosystems, such as habitat
and resource competition, how invasive species transmit pathogens, and how
introduced plants and animals can modify a habitat to favor other non-native
species. Simberloff's final chapters will discuss the evolution of invasive species,
the policies we currently have in place to manage them, and future prospects for
controlling their spread. The book will also contain a section dedicated to the more
controversial topics surrounding invasive species: invasive natives, useful nonnative species, animal rights versus species rights, and non-native species'
impacts on the biodiversity of an ecosystem. What Everyone Needs to Know® is a
registered trademark of Oxford University Press. is a registered trademark of
Oxford University Press.

Nigeria
Sweig shatters the mythology surrounding the Cuban Revolution in a compelling
revisionist history that reconsiders the revolutionary roles of Castro and Guevara
and restores to a central position the leadership of the Llano. Granted
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unprecedented access to the classified records of Castro's 26th of July Movement's
underground operatives--the only scholar inside or outside of Cuba allowed access
to the complete collection in the Cuban Council of State's Office of Historic
Affairs--she details the debates between Castro's mountain-based guerrilla
movement and the urban revolutionaries in Havana, Santiago, and other cities.

Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know
Marine pollution occurs today in varied forms - chemical, industrial, and
agricultural - and the sources of pollution are endless. In recent history, we've seen
oil spills, untreated sewage, eutrophication, invasive species, heavy metals,
acidification, radioactive substances, marine litter, and overfishing, among other
significant problems. Though marine pollution has long been a topic of concern, it
has very recently exploded in environmental, economic, and political debate
circles; scientists and non-scientists alike continue to be shocked and dismayed at
the sheer diversity of water pollutants and the many ways they can come to harm
our environment and our bodies. In Marine Pollution: What Everyone Needs to
Know, Judith Weis covers marine pollution from many different angles, each
fascinating in its own right. Beginning with its sources and history, the book
describes in detail each common pollutant, why exactly it is harmful, why it may
draw controversy, and how we can prevent it from destroying our aquatic
ecosystems. Weis discusses topics like what actually happened with the Exxon
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Valdez, and why Harmful Algal Blooms are a serious concern. Later chapters will
discuss pollutants that are only now surfacing as major threats, such as
pharmaceuticals, personal care products, and metal nanoparticles, and explain
how these can begin in the water and progress up the food chain and emerge in
human bodies. The book's final section will discuss the effects of climate change
and acidification on marine pollution levels, and how we can reduce pollution at
the local and global levels.

Dancing with Cuba
The remarkable new novel in the Doc Ford series by New York Times–bestselling
author Randy Wayne White. Doc Ford’s old friend, General Juan Garcia, has gone
into the lucrative business of smuggling Cuban baseball players into the U.S. He is
also feasting on profits made by buying historical treasures for pennies on the
dollar. He prefers what dealers call HPC items—high-profile collectibles—but when
he manages to obtain a collection of letters written by Fidel Castro between
1960–62 to a secret girlfriend, it’s not a matter of money anymore. Garcia has
stumbled way out of his depth. First Garcia disappears, and then the man to whom
he sold the letters. When Doc Ford begins to investigate, he soon becomes
convinced that those letters contain a secret that someone, or some powerful
agency, cannot allow to be made public. A lot happened between Cuba and the
United States from 1960–62. Many men died. A few more will hardly be noticed.
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From the Hardcover edition.

The Brilliant Disaster
Despite the spread of democratization following the Cold War's end, all signs
indicate that we are living through an era of resurgent authoritarianism. Around 40
percent of the world's people live under some form of authoritarian rule, and
authoritarian regimes govern about a third of the world's countries. In
Authoritarianism: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Erica Frantz guides us through
today's authoritarian wave, explaining how it came to be and what its features are.
She also looks at authoritarians themselves, focusing in particular on the
techniques they use to take power, the strategies they use to survive, and how
they fall. Understanding how politics works in authoritarian regimes and
recognizing the factors that either give rise to them or trigger their downfall is evermore important given current global trends, and this book paves the ways for such
an understanding. An essential primer on the topic, Authoritarianism provides a
clear and penetrating overview of one of the most important-and worryingdevelopments in contemporary world politics.

Cuba
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Since the beginning of recorded history, Iran/Persia has been one of the most
important world civilizations. Iran remains a distinct civilization today despite its
status as a major Islamic state with broad regional influence and its deep
integration into the global economy through its vast energy reserves. Yet the close
attention paid to Iran in recent decades stems from the impact of the 1979
revolution, which unleashed ideological shock waves throughout the Middle East
that reverberate to this day. Many observers look at Iran through the prism of the
Islamic Republic's adversarial relationship with the US, Israel, and Sunni nations in
its region, yet as Michael Axworthy shows in Iran: What Everyone Needs to Know,
there is much more to contemporary Iran than its fraught and complicated foreign
relations. He begins with a concise account of Iranian history from ancient times to
the late twentieth century, following that with sharp summaries of the key events
since the1979 revolution. The final section of the book focuses on Iran today--its
culture, economy, politics, and people--and assesses the challenges that the nation
will face in coming years. Iran will be an essential overview of a complex and
important nation that has occupied world headlines for nearly four decades.

Terrorism
Coming of age in mid-1950s Cuba where the local sugar and nickel production are
controlled by American interests, Everly Lederer and KC Stites observe the
indulgences and betrayals of the adult world and are swept up by the political
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underground and the revolt led by Fidel and Raul Castro. 75,000 first printing.

Refugee
More than 80,000 new chemicals have been developed and released into the
global environment during the last four decades. Today the World Health
Organization attributes more than one-third of all childhood deaths to
environmental causes, and as rates of childhood disease skyrocket -- autism,
asthma, ADHD, obesity, diabetes, and even birth defects -- it raises serious,
difficult questions around how the chemical environment is impacting children's
health. Children and Environmental Toxins: What Everyone Needs to Know® offers
an accessible guide to understanding and identifying the potential sources of harm
in a child's environment. Written by experts in pediatrics and environmental health
and formatted in an easy to follow question-and-answer format, it offers parents,
care providers, and activists a reliable introduction to a hotly debated topic. As the
burdens of environmental toxins and disease continue to defy borders, this book
provides a new benchmark to understanding the potential threats in our
environment and food. No parent or care provider should be without it.

Copyright
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The need to understand this global giant has never been more pressing: China is
constantly in the news, yet conflicting impressions abound. Within one generation,
China has transformed from an impoverished, repressive state into an economic
and political powerhouse. In the fully revised and updated second edition of China
in the 21st Century: What Everyone Needs to Know, China expert Jeffrey
Wasserstrom provides cogent answers to the most urgent questions regarding the
newest superpower, and offers a framework for understanding its meteoric rise.
Focusing his answers through the historical legacies--Western and Japanese
imperialism, the Mao era, and the massacre near Tiananmen Square--that largely
define China's present-day trajectory, Wasserstrom introduces readers to the
Chinese Communist Party, the building boom in Shanghai, and the environmental
fall-out of rapid Chinese industrialization. He also explains unique aspects of
Chinese culture such as the one-child policy, and provides insight into how Chinese
view Americans. Wasserstrom reveals that China today shares many traits with
other industrialized nations during their periods of development, in particular the
United States during its rapid industrialization in the 19th century. He provides
guidance on the ways we can expect China to act in the future vis-à-vis the United
States, Russia, India, and its East Asian neighbors. The second edition has also
been updated to take into account changes China has seen in just the past two
years, from the global economic shifts to the recent removal of Chongqing Party
Secretary Bo Xilai from power. Concise and insightful, China in the 21st Century
provides an excellent introduction to this significant global power.
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Energy
Copyright law was once an esoteric backwater, the special province of professional
authors, publishers, and media companies. This is no longer the case. In the age of
social media and cloud storage, we have become a copying and sharing culture.
Much of our everyday communication, work, and entertainment now directly
involves copyright law. Copyright law and policy are ferociously contested. Record
labels, movie studios, book publishers, newspapers, and many authors rage that
those who share music, video, text, and images over the Internet are "stealing"
their property. By contrast, copyright industry critics celebrate digital technology's
potential to make the universe of movies, music, books, and art accessible anytime
and anywhere - and to empower individuals the world over to express themselves
by sharing and remixing those works. These critics argue that excessive copyright
enforcement threatens that promise and stifles creativity. In Copyright: What
Everyone Needs to Know®, Neil Netanel explains the concepts needed to
understand the heated debates about copyright law and policy. He identifies the
combatants, unpacks their arguments, and illuminates what is at stake in the
debates over copyright's present and future.

Authoritarianism
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From the first amateur leagues of the 1860s to the exploits of Livan and Orlando
"El Duque" Hernandez, here is the definitive history of baseball in Cuba. Roberto
Gonzalez Echevarria expertly traces the arc of the game, intertwining its heroes
and their stories with the politics, music, dance, and literature of the Cuban people.
What emerges is more than a story of balls and strikes, but a richly detailed history
of Cuba told from the unique cultural perch of the baseball diamond. Filling a void
created by Cuba's rejection of bullfighting and Spanish hegemony, baseball quickly
became a crucial stitch in the complex social fabric of the island. By the early
1940s Cuba had become major conduit in spreading the game throughout Latin
America, and a proving ground for some of the greatest talent in all of baseball,
where white major leaguers and Negro League players from the U.S. all competed
on the same fields with the cream of Latin talent. Indeed, readers will be
introduced to several black ballplayers of Afro-Cuban descent who played in the
Major Leagues before Jackie Robinson broke the color barrier once and for all.
Often dramatic, and always culturally resonant, Gonzalez Echevarria's narrative
expertly lays open the paradox of fierce Cuban independence from the U.S. with
Cuba's love for our national pastime. It shows how Fidel Castro cannily associated
himself with the sport for patriotic p.r.--and reveals that his supposed baseball
talent is purely mythical. Based on extensive primary research and a wealth of
interviews, the colorful, often dramatic anecdotes and stories in this distinguished
book comprise the most comprehensive history of Cuban baseball yet published
and ultimately adds a vital lost chapter to the history of baseball in the U.S.
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China's Economy
Ever since Fidel Castro assumed power in Cuba in 1959, Americans have obsessed
about the nation ninety miles south of the Florida Keys. America's fixation on the
tropical socialist republic has only grown over the years, fueled in part by
successive waves of Cuban immigration and Castro's larger-than-life persona.
Cubans are now a major ethnic group in Florida, and the exile community is so
powerful that every American president has kowtowed to it. But what do most
Americans really know about Cuba itself? In Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know,
Julia Sweig, one of America's leading experts on Cuba and Latin America, presents
a concise and remarkably accessible portrait of the small island nation's unique
place on the world stage over the past fifty years. Yet it is authoritative as well.
Following a scene-setting introduction that describes the dynamics unleashed since
summer 2006 when Fidel Castro transferred provisional power to his brother Raul,
the book looks backward toward Cuba's history since the Spanish American War
before shifting to more recent times. Focusing equally on Cuba's role in world
affairs and its own social and political transformations, Sweig divides the book
chronologically into the pre-Fidel era, the period between the 1959 revolution and
the fall of the Soviet Union, the post-Cold War era, and-finally-the looming postFidel era. Informative, pithy, and lucidly written, it will serve as the best compact
reference on Cuba's internal politics, its often fraught relationship with the United
States, and its shifting relationship with the global community.
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Polarization
The best modern short fiction by Cuban writers are arranged by region to
illuminate this country for travelers. Many stories appear in English for the first
time. Contributors include Reinaldo Arenas, Alejo Carpentier, Gullermo Cabrera
Infante, Christina Garcia, Pedro Juan Gutierrez, Jose Lezama Lima, and Achy
Obejas, among others.

Hydrofracking
Ever since Fidel Castro assumed power in Cuba in 1959, Americans have obsessed
about the nation ninety miles south of the Florida Keys. America's fixation on the
tropical socialist republic has only grown over the years, fueled in part by
successive waves of Cuban immigration and Castro's larger-than-life persona.
Cubans are now a major ethnic group in Florida, and the exile community is so
powerful that every American president has curried favor with it. But what do most
Americans really know about Cuba itself? In this second edition of the widely hailed
Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Julia Sweig updates her concise and
remarkably accessible portrait of the small island nation--and now includes
material from her 2010 interview with Fidel Castro. The new edition covers the key
events of the last few years: Raul Castro's assumption of power from his brother
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Fidel, economic and political reforms since Raul came to power, and the changes in
US-Cuba relations following the election of Barack Obama. Expansive in coverage
and authoritative in scope, the book looks back over Cuba's history since the
Spanish American War before shifting to recent times. Focusing equally on Cuba's
role in world affairs and its own social and political transformations, Sweig divides
the book chronologically into the pre-Fidel era, the period between the 1959
revolution and the fall of the Soviet Union, the post-Cold War era, and -- finally -the post-Fidel era. Informative, pithy, and lucidly written, it is the best compact
reference on Cuba's internal politics, its often fraught relationship with the United
States, and its shifting relationship with the global community. What Everyone
Needs to Know® is a registered trademark of Oxford University Press.

Cuba Straits
Terrorism is one of the driving geopolitical trends of our era. Spectacular events
are recognized by their dates--for example, the 9/11 attacks in New York and
Washington and the 7/7 London bombings. It was a terrorist attack that drew the
United States into a war in the greater Middle East that has lasted over fifteen
years. Many other attacks, including those in non-Western countries, receive far
less attention even though they may be more frequent and cumulatively cause
more casualties. In Terrorism: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Todd Sandler, one
of America's leading scholars on the topic, provides a broad and example-rich
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overview of this perennially important issue. After clearly defining terrorism, he
then discusses terrorism's causes, the nature of terrorist groups, how governments
seek to counter terrorism, its economic consequences, and the future of terrorism.
He focuses, in particular, on the extent to which specific motivations
(nationalism/separatism, left and right extremism, and religious fundamentalism)
and general conditions (poverty, globalization, and regime type) affect the
frequency and costs of terrorism. As he explains, researchers have never
established a link between poverty and terrorism or between globalization and
terrorism. He also identifies many other widely-held misconceptions. Throughout,
he emphasizes that terrorists are rational actors who seek political goals subject to
situation-specific constraints. They respond to enhanced security measures by
altering their tactics, targets, and location, making their reactions predictable. Both
highly accessible and theoretically powerful, this book is the perfect primer for
anyone interested in the ongoing threat of terrorism.

The Book Business
Many of us read books every day, either electronically or in print. We remember
the books that shaped our ideas about the world as children, go back to favorite
books year after year, give or lend books to loved ones and friends to share the
stories we've loved especially, and discuss important books with fellow readers in
book clubs and online communities. But for all the ways books influence us, teach
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us, challenge us, and connect us, many of us remain in the dark as to where they
come from and how the mysterious world of publishing truly works. How are books
created and how do they get to readers? The Book Business: What Everyone Needs
to Know® introduces those outside the industry to the world of book publishing.
Covering everything from the beginnings of modern book publishing early in the
20th century to the current concerns over the alleged death of print, digital
reading, and the rise of Amazon, Mike Shatzkin and Robert Paris Riger provide a
succinct and insightful survey of the industry in an easy-to-read question-andanswer format. The authors, veterans of "trade publishing," or the branch of the
business that puts books in our hands through libraries or bookstores, answer
questions from the basic to the cutting-edge, providing a guide for curious
beginners and outsiders. How does book publishing actually work? What challenges
is it facing today? How have social media changed the game of book marketing?
What does the life cycle of a book look like in 2019? They focus on how practices
are changing at a time of great flux in the industry, as digital creation and delivery
are altering the commercial realities of the book business. This book will interest
not only those with no experience in publishing looking to gain a foothold on the
business, but also those working on the inside who crave a bird's eye view of
publishing's evolving landscape. This is a moment of dizzyingly rapid change
wrought by the emergence of digital publishing, data collection, e-books, audio
books, and the rise of self-publishing; these forces make the inherently interesting
business of publishing books all the more fascinating.
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Greatest Cuban Food Everyone Needs to Try: Top 100
"This book offers the most up-to-date examination of climate change's foundational
science, implications for our future, and clean energy solutions that can mitigate
its effects"--Back cover.

Cuba Since the Revolution of 1959
A tour de force from acclaimed author Alan Gratz (Prisoner B-3087), this timely -and timeless -- novel tells the powerful story of three different children seeking
refuge.

China in the 21st Century
American higher education is at a crossroads. Technological innovations and
disruptive market forces are buffeting colleges and universities at the very time
their financial structure grows increasingly fragile. Disinvestment by states has
driven up tuition prices at public colleges, and student debt has reached a startling
record-high of one trillion dollars. Cost-minded students and their families--and the
public at large--are questioning the worth of a college education, even as study
after study shows how important it is to economic and social mobility. And as elite
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institutions trim financial aid and change other business practices in search of
more sustainable business models, racial and economic stratification in American
higher education is only growing. In American Higher Education in Crisis?: What
Everyone Needs to Know, Goldie Blumenstyk, who has been reporting on higher
education trends for 25 years, guides readers through the forces and trends that
have brought the education system to this point, and highlights some of the ways
they will reshape America's colleges in the years to come. Blumenstyk hones in on
debates over the value of post-secondary education, problems of affordability, and
concerns about the growing economic divide. Fewer and fewer people can afford
the constantly increasing tuition price of college, Blumenstyk shows, and yet
college graduates in the United States now earn on average twice as much as
those with only a high-school education. She also discusses faculty tenure and
growing administrative bureaucracies on campuses; considers new demands for
accountability such as those reflected in the U.S. Department of Education's
College Scorecard; and questions how the money chase in big-time college
athletics, revelations about colleges falsifying rankings data, and corporate-style
presidential salaries have soured public perception. Higher education is facing a
serious set of challenges, but solutions have also begun to emerge. Blumenstyk
highlights how institutions are responding to the rise of alternative-educational
opportunities and the new academic and business models that are appearing, and
considers how the Obama administration and public organizations are working to
address questions of affordability, diversity, and academic integrity. She addresses
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some of the advances in technology colleges are employing to attract and retain
students; outlines emerging competency-based programs that are reshaping
conceptions of a college degree, and offers readers a look at promising innovations
that could alter the higher education landscape in the near future. An extremely
timely and focused look at this embattled and evolving arena, this primer
emphasizes how open-ended the conversation about higher education's future
remains, and illuminates how big the stakes are for students, colleges, and the
nation.

Modern Egypt
Uncritically lauded by the left and impulsively denounced by the right, the Cuban
Revolution is almost universally viewed one dimensionally. Samuel Farber, one of
its most informed left-wing critics, provides a much needed critical assessment of
the Revolution's impact and legacy.

Cuban Revelations
In a lively and easy-to-navigate, question-and-answer format, Food Politics
carefully examines and explains the most important issues on today's global food
landscape.
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Children and Environmental Toxins
Are you looking for a journey that will take you through this amazing obok, along
with funny comments and a word puzzle? Then this book is for you. Whether you
are looking at this book for curiosity, choices, options, or just for fun; this book fits
any criteria. Writing this book did not happen quickly. It is thorough look at
accuracy and foundation before the book was even started. This book was created
to inform, entertain and maybe even test your knowledge. By the time you finish
reading this book you will want to share it with others.

Telex from Cuba
Change looms in Havana, Cuba's capital, a city electric with uncertainty yet
cloaked in cliché, 90 miles from U.S. shores and off-limits to most Americans.
Journalist Julia Cooke, who lived there at intervals over a period of five years,
discovered a dynamic scene: baby-faced anarchists with Mohawks gelled with
laundry soap, whiskey-drinking children of the elite, Santería trainees, pregnant
prostitutes, university graduates planning to leave for the first country that will
give them a visa. This last generation of Cubans raised under Fidel Castro animate
life in a waning era of political stagnation as the rest of the world beckons: waiting
out storms at rummy hurricane parties and attending raucous drag cabarets,
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planning ascendant music careers and black-market business ventures, trying to
reconcile the undefined future with the urgent today. Eye-opening and politically
prescient, The Other Side of Paradise offers a deep new understanding of a place
that has so confounded and intrigued us.

Cuba
A recounting of the Bay of Pigs Crisis drawing upon the author's father's connection
to the events as they played out.

Inside the Cuban Revolution
China is on track to exceed the United States as the world's largest economy in the
next several years. It is already the leading global trading nation. Even though its
growth rate has recently slowed from years past, China has had the fastest yearly
growth rate of any country for much of thelast three decades. In China's Economy:
What Everyone Needs to Know, Arthur Kroeber offers an overview of the highlights
of China's development since economic reforms were initiated under Deng
Xiaoping in 1979. He argues that manufacturing, agricultural change, and
construction reoriented the economy in the 1980s and1990s through state-owned
enterprises, private entrepreneurship, and foreign investment. Those shifts
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unleashed perhaps the largest migration ever in world history from rural areas to
urban centers, accompanied by a no less unprecedented expansion of
infrastructure. Changes in the country's fiscaland financial systems vastly
increased China's monetary holdings from the 1990s onwards, leading to the
country's strategic holding of more U.S. debt than any other nation. Kroeber also
examines economic growth as it has been experienced by Chinese workers and
consumers, including the mountingproblems of income and wealth inequality,
corruption, and environmental degradation. Kroeber ultimately turns to the
consequences of Chinese economic growth: its decisive impact on the world
economy, its visible and challenging resource extraction from Africa and Latin
America, and its increasingengagement with global economic institutions.

Venezuela
Ever since Fidel Castro assumed power in Cuba in 1959, Americans have obsessed
about the nation ninety miles south of the Florida Keys. America's fixation on the
tropical socialist republic has only grown over the years, fueled in part by
successive waves of Cuban immigration and Castro's larger-than-life persona.
Cubans are now a major ethnic group in Florida, and the exile community is so
powerful that every American president has curried favor with it. But what do most
Americans really know about Cuba itself? In this third edition of the widely hailed
Cuba: What Everyone Needs to Know®, Julia Sweig updates her concise and
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remarkably accessible portrait of the small island nation. This edition contains a
new foreword that discusses developments since Obama and Raul Castro
announced the normalization of US-Cuba relations and restored formal diplomatic
ties. A new final chapter discusses how normalization came to pass and covers
Pope Francis' visit to Cuba, where he met with Fidel and Raul Castro. Expansive in
coverage and authoritative in scope, the book looks back over Cuba's history since
the Spanish American War before shifting to recent times. Focusing equally on
Cuba's role in world affairs and its own social and political transformations, Sweig
divides the book chronologically into the pre-Fidel era, the period between the
1959 revolution and the fall of the Soviet Union, the post-Cold War era, and -finally -- the post-Fidel era. Informative, pithy, and lucidly written, it is the best
compact reference on Cuba's internal politics, its often fraught relationship with
the United States, and its shifting relationship with the global community. What
Everyone Needs to Know® is a registered trademark of Oxford University Press.

Climate Change
Examines the basics of hydraulic fracturing and introduces economic and political
benefits of fracking and the possible dangers associated with it.

American Higher Education in Crisis?
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With almost every news broadcast, we are reminded of the continuing instability of
the Middle East, where state collapse, civil wars, and terrorism have combined to
produce a region in turmoil. If the Middle East is to achieve a more stable and
prosperous future, Egypt-which possesses the region's largest population, a
formidable military, and considerable soft power-must play a central role. Modern
Egypt: What Everyone Needs to Know® by Bruce Rutherford and Jeannie Sowers
introduces readers to this influential country. The book begins with the 2011-2012
uprising that captured the world's attention before turning to an overview of
modern Egyptian history. The book then focuses on present-day Egyptian politics,
society, demography, culture, and religion. It analyzes Egypt's core problems,
including deepening authoritarianism, high unemployment, widespread poverty,
rapid population growth, and pollution. The book then concentrates on Egypt's
relations with the United States, Israel, Arab states, and other world powers.
Modern Egypt concludes by assessing the country's ongoing challenges and
suggesting strategies for addressing them. Concise yet sweeping in coverage, the
book provides the essential background for understanding this fascinating country
and its potential to shape the future of the Middle East.

The Pride of Havana
Among the top ten oil exporters in the world and a founding member of OPEC,
Venezuela currently supplies 11 percent of U.S. crude oil imports. But when the
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country elected the fiery populist politician Hugo Chavez in 1998, tensions rose
with this key trading partner and relations have been strained ever since. In this
concise, accessible addition to Oxford's What Everyone Needs to Know® series,
Miguel Tinker Salas -- a native of Venezuela who has written extensively about the
country -- takes a broadly chronological approach that focuses especially on oil and
its effects on Venezuela's politics, economy, culture, and international relations.
After an introductory section that discusses the legacy of Spanish colonialism,
Tinker Salas explores the "The Era of the Gusher," a period which began with the
discovery of oil in the early twentieth century, encompassed the mid-century
development and nationalization of the industry, and ended with a change of
government in 1989 in response to widespread protests. The third section provides
a detailed discussion of Hugo Chavez-his rise to power, his domestic political and
economic policies, and his high-profile forays into international relations-as well as
surveying the current landscape of Venezuela in the wake of Chavez's death in
March 2013. Arranged in a question-and-answer format that allows readers to
search topics of particular interest, the book covers questions such as, who is
Simón Bolívar and why is he called the George Washington of Latin America? How
did the discovery of oil change Venezuela's relationship to the U.S.? What forces
where behind the coups of 1992? And how does Venezuela interact with China,
Russia, and Iran? Informative, engaging, and written by a leading expert on the
country, Venezuela: What Everyone Needs to Know® offers an authoritative guide
to an increasingly important player on the world stage. What Everyone Needs to
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Know® is a registered trademark of Oxford University Press.

Food Politics
"A vivid, engaging exploration of Cuban politics, culture and economic
life."--America "Considerably deeper than much of the work on the subject. It takes
on the challenge of describing what's in a black box with energy and
candor."--VisitCuba.com "The most informative, accurate, insightful, detailed
account available on twenty-first century Cuba."--HavanaTimes.org "Marc Frank is
the best foreign journalist reporting from Cuba today. We now have a behind-thescenes look at the changes large and small taking place as the Cuban revolution
molts from Fidel to Ra�l to the next generation."--Julia Sweig, author of Cuba:
What Everyone Needs to Know "A must-read book to grasp what has been
happening in Cuba over the past ten years."--Wayne Smith, director of the Cuba
Project, Center for International Policy "Frank enriches his fascinating reportage
with his unparalleled access to expressive Cubans from all walks of life."--Richard
Feinberg, University of California, San Diego "With a sharp eye for human detail
and a clear understanding of what makes Cuba tick, Frank's narrative bears
eloquent, balanced, and always sensitive witness to the troubled trajectory of Cuba
from the 'dark days' of the 1990s economic collapse through to the challenging
changes under Ra�l. It genuinely gets 'inside' the otherwise confusing system and
society, and is all the more welcome for that."--Antoni Kapcia, coeditor of The
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Changing Dynamic of Cuban Civil Society "Gripping and insightful. It is rare indeed
to find reporting as authoritative and well sourced as this about what remains an
impenetrable and opaque regime."--Michael Reid, author of Forgotten Continent:
The Battle for Latin America's Soul As a U.S.-born journalist who has called Havana
home for almost a quarter century, Mark Frank has observed in person the best
days of the revolution, the fall of the Soviet bloc, the great depression of the
1990s, the stepping aside of Fidel Castro, and the reforms now being devised by
his brother. In Cuban Revelations, Frank offers a first-hand account of daily life in
Cuba at the turn of the twenty-first century, the start of a new and dramatic epoch
for islanders and the Cuban diaspora. Examining the effects of U.S. policy toward
Cuba, Frank analyzes why Cuba has entered an extraordinary, irreversible period
of change and considers what the island's future holds. The enormous social
engineering project taking place today under Ra�l's leadership is fraught with
many dangers, and Cuban Revelations follows the new leader's efforts to overcome
bureaucratic resistance and the fears of a populace that stand in his way. In
addition, Frank offers a colorful chronicle of his travels across the island's many
and varied provinces, sharing candid interviews with people from all walks of life.
He takes the reader outside the capital to reveal how ordinary Cubans live and
what they are thinking and feeling as fifty-year-old social and economic taboos are
broken. He shares his honest and unbiased observations on extraordinary positive
developments in social matters, like healthcare and education, as well as on the
inefficiencies in the Cuban economy. Ultimately, Cuban Revelations is an objective
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account by a reporter who has lived with the Cubans for many years as their old
world falls apart and they set about trying to build a new one.

Cybersecurity
As the "Giant of Africa" Nigeria is home to about twenty percent of the population
of Sub-Saharan Africa, serves as Africa's largest producer of oil and natural gas,
comprises Africa's largest economy, and represents the cultural center of African
literature, film, and music. Yet the country is plagued by problems that keep it
from realizing its potential as a world power. Boko Haram, a radical Islamist
insurrection centered in the northeast of the country, is an ongoing security
challenge, as is the continuous unrest in the Niger Delta, the heartland of Nigeria's
petroleum wealth. There is also persistent violence associated with land and water
use, ethnicity, and religion. In Nigeria: What Everyone Needs to Know®, John
Campbell and Matthew Page provide a rich contemporary overview of this crucial
African country. Delving into Nigeria's recent history, politics, and culture, this
volume tackles essential questions related to widening inequality, the historic 2015
presidential election, the persistent security threat of Boko Haram, rampant
government corruption, human rights concerns, and the continual conflicts that
arise in a country that is roughly half Christian and half Muslim. With its continentwide influence in a host of areas, Nigeria's success as a democracy is in the
fundamental interest of its African neighbors, the United States, and the
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international community. This book will provide interested readers with an
accessible, one-of-a-kind overview of the country.

The Other Side of Paradise
The 2016 election of Donald J. Trump invoked a time for reflection about the state
of American politics and its deep ideological, cultural, racial, regional, and
economic divisions. But one aspect that the contemporary discussions often miss is
that these fissures have been opening over several decades and are deeply rooted
in the structure of American politics and society. In Polarization: What Everyone
Needs to Know® Nolan McCarty takes readers through what scholars know and
don't know about the origins, development, and implications of our rising political
conflicts, delving into social, economic, and geographic determinants of
polarization in the United States. While the current political climate seems to
suggest that extreme views are becoming more popular, McCarty also argues that,
contrary to popular belief, the 2016 election was a natural outgrowth of 40 years of
polarized politics, rather than a significant break with the past. He evaluates
arguments over which factors that have created this state of affairs, including
gerrymandered legislative districts, partisan primary nomination systems, and our
private campaign finance system. He also considers the potential of major reforms
such as instating proportional representation or ranked choice voting to remedy
extreme polarization. A concise overview of a complex and crucial topic in US
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politics, this book is for anyone wanting to understand how to repair the cracks in
our system.

Cuba
In 1970 a young dancer named Alma Guillermoprieto left New York to take a job
teaching at Cuba’s National School of Dance. For six months, she worked in
mirrorless studios (it was considered more revolutionary); her poorly trained but
ardent students worked without them but dreamt of greatness. Yet in the midst of
chronic shortages and revolutionary upheaval, Guillermoprieto found in Cuba a
people whose sense of purpose touched her forever. In this electrifying memoir,
Guillermoprieto–now an award-winning journalist and arguably one of our finest
writers on Latin America– resurrects a time when dancers and revolutionaries
seemed to occupy the same historical stage and even a floor exercise could be a
profoundly political act. Exuberant and elegiac, tender and unsparing, Dancing with
Cuba is a triumph of memory and feeling. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Cuba
A thorough examination of the history of the controversial island country looks at
little-known aspects of its past, from its pre-Columbian origins to the fate of its
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native peoples, complete with up-to-date information on Cuba's place in a postSoviet world.

Marine Pollution
Corruption regularly makes front page headlines: public officials embezzling
government monies, selling public offices, and trading bribes for favors to private
companies generate public indignation and calls for reform. In Corruption: What
Everyone Needs to Know®, renowned scholars Ray Fisman and Miriam A. Golden
provide a deeper understanding of why corruption is so damaging politically,
socially, and economically. Among the key questions examined are: is corruption
the result of perverse economic incentives? Does it stem from differences in
culture and tolerance for illicit acts of government officials? Why don't voters throw
corrupt politicians out of office? Vivid examples from a wide range of countries and
situations shed light on the causes of corruption, and how it can be combated.

Cuba and Its Music
This entertaining history of Cuba and its music begins with the collision of Spain
and Africa and continues through the era of Miguelito Valdes, Arsenio Rodriguez,
Benny More, and Perez Prado. It offers a behind-the-scenes examination of music
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from a Cuban point of view, unearthing surprising, provocative connections and
making the case that Cuba was fundamental to the evolution of music in the New
World. The ways in which the music of black slaves transformed 16th-century
Europe, how the "claves" appeared, and how Cuban music influenced ragtime,
jazz, and rhythm and blues are revealed. Music lovers will follow this journey from
Andalucia, the Congo, the Calabar, Dahomey, and Yorubaland via Cuba to Mexico,
Puerto Rico, Saint-Domingue, New Orleans, New York, and Miami. The music is
placed in a historical context that considers the complexities of the slave trade;
Cuba's relationship to the United States; its revolutionary political traditions; the
music of Santeria, Palo, Abakua, and Vodu; and much more.
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